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New Webinar Examines Myths of the Cooperative Election Process and Tips for Successful Voting  
 

Survey & Ballot Systems to host webinar that examines the five most popular myths of co-op voting and 
strategies for successful cooperative elections – live question and answer panel to follow. 

 
MINNEAPOLIS – October 17, 2013 – Survey & Ballot Systems (SBS), a leading provider of cooperative 
election services, today announced that it will host a live webinar on Tuesday, October 29th, 2013 at 
10:00am CDT. The online event, titled The Top Five Myths of Co-op Voting will cover misconceptions 
regarding elections in the co-op community, the truths behind these misunderstandings and tips on 
improving cooperative voting processes. 
 
During the session, SBS Election Experts will provide: 

• Essential security precautions for cooperative elections  
• The warning signs of a troubled election  
• Advice on calculating the true cost of a co-op election 
• Insight on how participation methods influence co-op leadership 

 
“Because of the relationships we have developed in the co-op community and feedback we have received 
at events around the country, we have become aware of the perceived challenges of running a cooperative 
election,” states Peter Westerhaus, Vice President of SBS. “In the presentation The Top Five Myths of  
Co-op Voting, our goal is to address election misunderstandings and provide guidance on how to put 
together transparent voting events that increase member engagement and boost the visibility of the 
cooperatives that run them.” 
 
SBS staff will be on the line to take questions from audience at the conclusion of the presentation. For 
more information and to register, visit: https://www3.gotomeeting.com/register/801152838  
 
About Survey & Ballot Systems  
You run elections, we provide the resources, services and security to make those elections highly 
successful. Since 1990, SBS has worked with the world’s top associations, cooperatives, credit unions 
and member-based organizations to plan and manage their voting processes. Whether you need traditional 
paper balloting, online voting, on-site voting or a hybrid election, we have the expertise to make it 
happen. Let us be the independent third party to administer your election or provide you with the tools to 
run it yourself. Contact us for more information and we’ll customize an election solution for your 
organization’s unique needs. 
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